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Today’s Facilitator

Marios Damianides
Partner, Ernst & Young LLP
Cybersecurity Leader, NER
Advisory

Direct Tel: +1 212 773 5776
Mobile: +1 917 816 0400
E-mail: marios.damianides@ey.com
Direct Fax: +1 866 275 1557

Marios is a partner in the Advisory practice of EY and Northeast Cyber Security Leader. He
has over 30 years of professional services experience leading global teams delivering
security, business and large scale IT transformation programs. He has assisted several
fortune 500 clients in implementing agile security programs and architectures as well as
broadening their protection and business improvement programs.
► Specializes in the Media & Entertainment and Technology sectors; has served clients

such as Sony, Disney, Viacom, IPG, Omnicom, Honeywell, McGraw Hill, Canon,
Siemens, Verizon, Wal-Mart and TI.

► Worked in six EY offices (USA and South Africa) with a focus on security, governance,
information systems, and business and IT processes.

► Bachelor of Commerce (Economics), Post Graduate degree in Accounting, University
of Kwazulu Natal

► Masters in MIS, Rand Afrikaans University
► CPA (USA); Chartered Accountant (SA); CISA; CISM
► Member American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), South African

Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA)
► Past Chair of the International Board of the ISACA and ITGI
► Board member and Executive Committee member of the Board at the Lighthouse Guild

Relevant experiences in security include:
► Supported a client security architecture design and implementation project, spanning all

operating units and the back office. The program allowed the client to proceed with a
merger which had been blocked due to security loopholes and objections from a
regulatory body

► Assisted a client in the implementation of a federated Identity and Access Management
program which included all business operations globally. The benefit to the client, in
addition to facilitating compliance and increased efficiencies, was also that it positioned
the client for additional protection mechanisms and further consolidation of their
security architecture

► Led a project to assist a company in the design and implementation of a global Security
Operations Center which all business units and CISO’s subscribed to and supported.
This helped the company to centralize monitoring and event correlation capabilities

► Advised client in designing and implementing a privacy and data protection program
where all business processes were mapped and documented, with a focus on
identifying PII and designing appropriate protection mechanisms and controls. The
client was able to identify gaps in protection of sensitive information and keep track of
this information in flight and static formats
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Abstract

► We will explore the definitions and uses of RPA and AI in business and the potential impact on risk management,
controls and security.

► RPA has the opportunity to provide extensive value to companies, and the risk and control experience of internal audit
can help highlight the risks from this enabling technology and its potential impacts on the controls environment.

► What are the controls that need to be put in place to proactively protect the company from the access levels and
capabilities of bots – how do you securely develop bots?

► With the increased use of RPA, what is the impact on security and controls and what is the role of internal audit,
security and controls professionals.

► When considering RPA auditing, testing strategies will need to be modified and the impact on the availability and
collection of audit evidence will need to be considered.

► What skill sets will these changes require in our auditors so they can address these risks and build RPA routines of
their own.

► How can auditors create their own RPA routines to execute more controls efficiently? We will explore some options
and demonstrate some existing uses of RPA to, for example. automate testing.

► What applications exist for use of RPA and in implementing security controls, for example IAM and analysis of logs for
proactive correlation of events.

► Case studies and demos will be included to demonstrate the power of these new techniques.
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Agenda

► Fundamentals of RPA
► Securing RPA
► RPA and Audit
► RPA Use Cases
► Fundamentals of AI
► Auditing AI
► AI Use Cases
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Fundamentals of RPA
What is RPA
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Why should you care?
One of the fastest growing trends in business, Robotics Process Automation (RPA) is here to stay and the pace of
adoption is increasing

Cost reduction of

35%–65% for onshore
operations and 10%-30% for

offshore operations

Institute for Robotic Process Automation

RPA is estimated to lead to

30%–35% reduction in
entry-level roles and increase mid-

level roles

Everest Group

Estimated that 85% of a typical
firm’s 900+ processes can be

automated; 110m to 140m FTE
capacity could be released

by 2025

McKinsey & Company

"There certainly will be
job disruption. Because
what's going to happen
is robots will be able to
do everything better than
us. AI is a fundamental
risk to the existence of
human civilization."

Elon Musk

“Technology will lead to
significant layoffs — and
possibly sooner than we
think.”
John Cryan, CEO of Deutsche Bank
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Humanizing RPA

► Multiple studies show that many people don’t enjoy their
jobs. They find large parts of their job to be dull or
repetitive and, as a result, they aren’t engaged and
aren’t as productive as they could be.

► We need to take the robot out of the human – through
the faster adoption of technology, automation and
robotics. Do this successfully and we will increase
efficiencies, drive down costs and reduce failure rates.
And most importantly, we will be able to make up some
of the workforce shortfall.

► RPA actually enables us to “get back to human” and
engage in relationships, activities and projects that are
more inspiring and align with our purpose. RPA will help
eliminate the ‘stress’ often associated with mechanical
complex tasks and allow us to ‘re-center’ and improve
our productivity and creativity.
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What is Robotic Process Automation?
Definition

RPA?
What is

RPA is the use of a software “robot” (a program) that replicates the actions of a human being interacting with the user interface of a
computer system.
The Institute for Robotic Process Automation (IRPA) defines RPA as the application of a technology. This technology allows employees
in a company to configure computer software or a robot to capture and interpret the existing applications for processing a transaction,
manipulating data, triggering responses and communicating with other digital systems.

As a renewal of the existing IT
landscape is not required, a high level
of automation can be reached without
major effort. RPA uses established
control mechanisms and can
communicate with all systems.
Therefore, no interface has to be
created.

RPA is integrated in an
existing IT infrastructure

RPA is a computer software that
runs repetitive, rule-based
processes. The software is trained
based on functional specifications
and can be adjusted at any time.

RPA is a software

The software robot has access to
diverse applications with an ID or a
password. The robot can gather
information or change data.
Consequently, business and
administrative processes can be fully
automated.

RPA simulates an employee
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How does RPA work?

RPA executes processes as humans do, at a significantly lower cost

What are the key features that define RPA? How can RPA be integrated alongside a human workforce?

Robots are a virtual
workforce controlled by

the business

Robots automate low
value or repetitive tasks

They sit alongside
existing infrastructure,

which is business
resources – governed
and supported by IT

Processes can be
automated by business
users with very little IT

knowledge

Processes are executed
with a full audit log, in a

centrally monitored
secure environment

Robots automate as-is,
with limited to no

changes required to
existing systems or

processes

An effective deployment plays to both robotic and human
strengths:
► Robots deliver repetitive, deterministic, high-volume tasks

efficiently.
► People build relationships, provide subjective judgement,

deliver low-frequency and exception tasks, and manage
change and improvement.

RPA uses software to execute
business processes in a repetitive,

audited and controlled manner

It orchestrates existing legacy
applications for transaction

processing, data manipulation,
response triggering and communication

It does all of this with very limited
human participation
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Robotics and other automation techniques

Robotics process automation (RPA):
A software solution that runs unattended, working like a virtual employee
with legacy applications performing repetitive tasks reliably at the UI level

Other automation technologies:
A broad set of complementary technologies that can be brought together to
automate a process

Divide up a task into pieces to be solved by
technology, low-cost resources, and high-skill
resources

Keyword-based character recognition

Optical character recognition (OCR)

Completion of auditable activity logs

Entering data into a system

Composing and sending emails

Rules-based processing and decision
making

Comparing data sets

Reading, copying, aggregating data

Automation of clicks, data entry

Machine learning

Variable format processing

Adaptive behavior

Mathematical validations
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Robotics is a spectrum of automation

Desktop
Automation (DA)

Robotic Process
Automation (RPA)

Intelligent or Cognitive
Automation (IA or CA)

► The age of macros & workarounds
► Pre-existing basic technologies like

VBA, auto hot keys, screen-
scrapping

► Several toolkits, no systematic
platform

► Strategic platform for
tactical change

► Broad application (use cases are not
function specific)

► Rule-based automation of routines
(able to follow instructions)

► No intelligence
(binary decisions only)

► Strategic platform for
strategic change

► Narrow application (use cases
require thoughtful consideration)

► Non-routine tasks requiring
judgment (cognitive
capabilities/dynamic rules/artificial
learning)

► Used rather to increase value than
to reduce cost

Implementation speed & solution maturity

Va
lu

e 
&

 c
ap
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Structured data as basis for
repeatable actions Unattended service based processing Cognitive computing utilizing

unstructured data to make decisions

Act

Perform

ThinkChallenge
today

Challenge
tomorrow
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RPA key benefits

Sits alongside existing
infrastructure, governed and
controlled by IT

Emulates human execution of
repetitive processes via existing user
interfaces

Robots are a virtual workforce
controlled by the business operations
teams

Software Robots work with existing IT
architecture (multiple Robotics
providers to select from)

Enhanced processing speed
compared to human beings

Payback within a year

4 to 6
X

faster

<1 Yr.

<1 Yr.

Robotic
Process

Automation
(RPA)

Fully maintained audit trail for
compliance

~$7K–$10K
annual license costs per BOT vs.
professional salary cost

Automated system works 24/7
driving responsiveness

Increased capacity to handle
significantly higher transaction
volume

Significant increase in accuracy with
on time delivery

24/7

C
os

ts
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HR case study: the onboarding process
138 minutes down to 3.5 minutes (97%+ reduction)

Process overview
and RPA benefits

As-is process

Time: 138 mins

Automated process

Time: 3.5 mins

Manual process Automated in POC

Recruiter emails forms
to new joiner for

completion

HR admin checks for
emails, completes
validation activities

New joiner provides
back complete forms

with docs

HR admin manually enters new
info into HR system

Payroll validates data
for inclusion

HR admin deploys
joiner notifications to

internal/ext third
parties

New joiner receives
email for incomplete/

missing info

HR admin receives
secondary material

Mgr prepares for
start date, biz activity

New joiner
commences activity on

day one

Benefits realized:
► Reduction in onboarding time – 2.3 hours to 3.5 mins.
► 100% accuracy on new hire data entry into the system and validation by

payroll.
► 50% overall reduction in manual effort, thus encouraging resources to

focus value-added time on non-repetitive tasks.
► Key stroke errors reduced that impacts payroll data.

Process overview:
► The client used robotics to reduce time involved on the new hire

onboarding process.
► Bot would utilize new joiner form to validate info via online

system.
► Bot would update Oracle (PeopleSoft) and send emails to payroll

for onboarding new joiner.

30 sec 30 sec 30 sec

30 sec

30 sec

Human: 1 min
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Impact of RPA on the workforce of the future
Humans and robots teaming together, creating a powerful virtual workforce

Robots do the “what”, freeing up
humans to focus on the “why”

“Our goal is to take the robot out of the human and put
the human into the robot”

– EY RPA client

Traditional
workforce

Contingent
workforce

Offshore
workforce

Robotics
workforce

Software Robotic Automation can dramatically reduce costs, while
improving service levels, data quality and reducing risk

Robotics
Workforce

Robots work
with existing
IT landscape

Cuts data
entry costs

by up to 70%

Robots can
be trained by

business
users

Automated
system can
work 24/7

Double-digit
reduction in
error rates

Robots can
perform a
variety of
simple and
complex
calculations
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RPA skill set and key roles
Enabling an environment for automation includes a host of skill sets to set up a controlled automated ecosystem…it is
more than just knowing how to program automated workflow using RPA software

Solution Architect

► Oversees and leads each
automation sprints across all
functions

► Reviews and provides input to
RPA roadmap, strategy and
technical infrastructure

► Decides on process
prioritization and provides
strategic input to RPA scaling,
software selection, and other
digital features

► Coordinates and manages bot
deployment and scheduling
from user acceptance testing
through production deployment

► Coordinates bot release
schedule with application
release schedule (upgrades,
patches, implementations)

Engineering Support

► Manages the RPA
infrastructure

► Manages and maintains the
RPA software

► Installs upgrades and
patches of RPA software post
approval

Security

► Manages IT Risk &
Controls

► Owns RPA access
management based on
agreed solution design

Technical Developer

► Builds future state processes
and manages process risk &
controls

► Defines process security
access requirements

► Create functional
requirements &translates into
RPA solution design &
prepares User Acceptance
Testing (UAT)

► Develops and configures bots
based on solution design in
RPA software

► Creates test cases and
supports in testing phase

► Provides Level 2 support if
required

Bot Controllers

► Monitors and maintains
bot execution

► Provides business
support post production
go-live

► Responsible for error
handling (Level 1 support)

► Manages and monitors
candidate process intake

► Optimizes bot capacity
and resource scheduling

Governance and COE
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Impact RPA in Business transformation
The benefits of RPA – What are your objectives?

Low risk
Non-invasive
technology
Overlaid on existing systems and
integrated with existing data limiting
disruption to IT
strategy and architecture.

RPA technology helps fill the “gaps”
between existing systems that
often results in most manual,
labor intensive work.

Consistency
Identical processes and tasks,
eliminating output variations.

Accuracy
The right result, decision or
calculation the first time.

Cost savings

Reliability
No sick days, services
are provided 365 days a year

Audit trail
Fully maintained logs essential for
compliance

Scalability
Instant ramp up and down to
match demand peaks and
troughs.

Retention
Shifts towards more stimulating
tasks.

Productivity
Freed up human resources for
higher value-added tasks.

Right shoring
Geographical independence
reduces need to offshore jobs
while still delivering cost savings.

Cross-industry
Across industries since it follows
procedures in use.

ROI
Typical RPA projects include
multiple functional “pilots” but the
program is completed in 9 to12
months with an ROI < 1 year.

Ranging from
20-60% of baseline

FTE cost

The
“Swiss Cheese”

analogy
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Impact of RPA on Control Performance and Testing

Robotic Process Automation can play a critical role in allowing the control performance and control assessment significant opportunities, direct benefits, and clear difference
making activities:

► We will be looking to technology to address new audit testing needs and increase
efficiency. A number of technical approaches such as Controls Compliance Automation
can help achieve targeted automation of the audit process.

► RPA can be leveraged to test high volume, high transaction controls with limited human
intervention (3-way match testing, user access testing).

Audit process enhancement opportunities

► Robotics can be leveraged to perform controls across a wide array of processes. Ideal
candidates are high volume high-transactional controls(pricing changes, access
provisioning).

► Robot can “learn” to read different file types to take human error out of critical data
entry controls.

Key benefits of automation

► If a control leverages robotics for the performance of the control, the assessment of
the control will shift to a test similar of a current day automated control(with some
limited scope IT General Controls (ITGCs) associated to the bots).

Where automation can make a difference

► The robot would perform the defined test attributes for the control, fill out the required
testing information, and identify and alert the necessary individuals of control test
exceptions.

► Robots can perform substantive tests on control exceptions to determine exact impact in
control aggregation and assessment(if a control fails, the robot can check every single
transaction to determine the actual impact, hence more accurate reporting).

► Reduce cycle time for heavy manual data collection and preparation for testing.
► Reduce cost associated with non-decision making manual testing.
► Increase traceability of test steps performed.
► Increase consistency of test supporting documentation and execution.

Control performance Control assessment

► Reduces the amount of manual effort required to perform a control, allowing users who
perform the repetitive tasks to focus on other more complex business initiatives.

► Significantly reduces the level of effort to perform standard business functions.
► When robots are leveraged at the process level, the testing becomes exponentially

easier.
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Not considering RPA as business-led (e.g., Tax
led), as opposed to IT-led1 Not having RPA business case, postponing

planning until after proof-of-concepts (POCs) or
pilots2

Underestimating what happens after processes
have been automated3

Treating robotics as a series of
independent, unrelated automation actions vs.
an end-to-end a comprehensive change
management program

4
Targeting RPA at the wrong processes5 Applying traditional delivery methodologies (not

agile)6
Inefficient solution architecting, automating too
much of a process and not optimizing for RPA7 Forgetting about IT infrastructure8
Assuming RPA is all that is needed to achieve
great ROI9 Assuming skills needed for a Pilot are good

enough for scaled production automation10

Top 10 lessons learned during our RPA experiences
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Aligning RPA to the 3 Lines of Defense

The Three Lines of Defense
model verifys there is
segregation between risk
ownership (First Line), risk
oversight/challenge (Second
Line) and independent
assurance (Third Line). As
organizations move through
their RPA strategy, to
defining, implementing and
enabling Robotic sessions
across their organization,
they must remain
considerate of the unique
implications to each line.

Fundamentals of RPA
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Fundamentals of RPA
First Line of Defense
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Fundamentals of RPA
How do the bots get built and how do they run
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How does the “bot” work?
A high-level view of how a “bot” typically operates

C
on

tr
ol

Te
st

er Request
Population

Pull Population and Provide
to Tester

Request
Sample

Select
Samples

Report
Results

Pull Samples and Provide
to Tester

Prepare
Test-Sheet

Execute Test

Review Results and
Exceptions

Pull Population and Select
Sample

Select Sample & Pull
Testing Artifacts

Prepare Test-Sheet &
Execute Testing

Report
Results

Review Results

C
on

tr
ol

O
pe

ra
to

r
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RPA

How does the “bot” work? (cont’d.)
A high-level view of how a “bot” typically operates

Using the company’s existing reports,
systems and databases, the data will be
extracted and input into the ‘bot’ tool.

EY’s normative risk and controls
matrices and standard test attributes
are leveraged to build the RCA bots

Pre-defined algorithm is used to
analyze the transactional data.

Normative controls

Controls test attributes

ERP

DB/DW

Canned
reports

Exception
report

Controls
analysis

Reports for further analysis

Test results are generated in pre-defined
reports/dashboards

Feedback loop in place to continuously
enhance ‘bot’ intelligence and further
strengthen the testing quality and exception
reporting
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Four Most common RPA Vendors in the Market
Key dimensions in selecting the appropriate RPA software

The below dimensions and specific criteria are used in this vendor comparison to give a detailed view of each RPA vendor

Ease of Development Automation Functionality Enterprise Class Mgmt Infrastructure

► Business friendly interface (no
coding)

► Self-training material
► Vendor provided training
► Developer help (product

manual/user
guides/FAQs/forums/support)

► Out-of-the-box functionality
► Ease of collaboration between

developers
► Ease of deployment
► Reusability

► Application element identification
techniques

► Range of supported application types
► Attended automation
► Unattended automation
► API integration
► OCR/image recognition functionality
► Thin client interaction
► Exception handling
► Use of variables
► Browser integration
► Rules based process flows
► Handling of non-binary rules
► Logical calculation functionality
► Process trigger functionality

► Process scheduling
► Active Directory integration
► User profile management
► Operational process control room
► Queue management
► MI reporting and analytics
► Audit and session logs
► Configuration of audit and session logs
► Resource pooling
► Release/deployment management
► Automated Windows login

► Automated backup
► Central repository for all developed

processes
► Ability to run robots on both physical

and/or virtual machines
► Ability to quickly scale up based on

demand
► Transferable licenses
► Infrastructure failover support

Â
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https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwisssnIrLjJAhWBXRQKHS2oA24QjRwIBw&url=https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/399177/chart_graph_monitor_pie_chart_screen_stats_tv_icon&psig=AFQjCNFet__cz_rYfhMj7foD2ZfeBi31Gg&ust=1448979796663410
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RPA software tools

EY’s key points of view on the current state of the
RPA market:
► The landscape is rapidly developing, but 3 firms are

currently top of class.

► An innovative, high growth technology; we expect to
see the marketplace continue to change as it reaches
maturity in the coming years.

► The software bots will grow increasingly smarter and
more capable as artificial intelligence and machine
learning become more mainstream.

► Tools fall into two main categories:
► Attended automation, where bots prompt humans to

take actions in a workflow, such as next best action in a
call center.

► Unattended automation, where bots operate
independently in ‘lights out’ style.
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Fundamentals of RPA
Building the environment
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Impact on the 1st Line of Defence
Top issues you need to think about

Have clarity on where ‘hand over’ of
responsibilities from Center of
Excellence (CoE) to line management
occur (for RPA implementation).

Understand the potential risks that
exist both ‘upstream’ and
‘downstream’ of those processes
directly in scope for RPA.

Provide education and awareness to
staff of RPA benefits, the likely impact
on Business As Usual (BAU), and the
effect on risk & control culture.

Verify the design and intended operation
of new/updated controls are sufficient to
evidence appropriate management of
key business risks.

Document the new way of working (e.g.,
process maps, key control statements,
RACI).

Assess operational effectiveness of
controls in a BAU environment. Provide
feedback (to CoE) regarding potential
further changes.

41

2

3

5

6

1st Line – responsible for owning and managing risks in the RPA program
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Building a governance model at the entity level – Key
considerations

RPA impact goes beyond just deployments. Other things to consider and address support a
sustainable RPA strategy and governance model to achieve sustainable benefits
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► Develop and deliver RPA optimized end to end
processes to maximize benefits

► Establish global RPA policies and governance
framework to support risk management

► Review control frameworks to verify
documentation and testing appropriate
for RPA

► Structure the organization to consider new
RPA roles to support the business

► Define appropriate local, regional, global
structures including shared services and
outsourcing

► Define a set of consistent global data
standards and common chart of accounts
then deploy utilizing RPA with existing
systems until future system deployment
projects

► Implement RPA single source of data
projects

► Define RPA systems and tools
strategy to support cross functional
use in front, middle and back office

► Integrate RPA systems with
pertinent security and control
mechanisms

► Successful programs typically
benefit from a constellation of tools

► Consider impacts on existing
software contracts and future system
implementations

► Develop new RPA frameworks for performance
measurement

► Develop RPA Enterprise Committee and
continuous improvement program

► Build new competency models considering Robot/Human interactions
► Develop career ladders and job roles for RPA enabled teams for new

skill needs
► Adjust talent strategy to new competency models

Performance
measurementPolicy Process

Technology
Data

People

Organization
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► Vendor Management
► Architecture & Infrastructure
► Innovation and Test Lab
► Expert Network
► Knowledge Management

► Stakeholder Management
► Skills Development – learning path
► Organization Change Mgmt.
► Communication

► NT Process Prioritization Framework
► Robotics Methodology and Design

Authority
► Robotics Development, Deployment

and Operations
► Robotics Asset Management

► Policies and Standards
► Roles, Responsibilities and Structure
► Program Strategy (ROI targets, funding

decisions, etc.), Steer and
Management

► Risk Management

► Program Progress Measurement
► Operational and Performance Metrics
► Benefits Measurement and Reporting

Governance

Enterprise Committee

Technology

Process Excellence

Alignment and Change

Value Measurement

► Business Process Mgmt.
► Transformation Programs
► Risk & Controls
► Security
► IT Processes

Integration

► Program Strategy, Steer and
Management

► Roles, Responsibilities and Structure

Governance

Lines of Business (LOB)

► Prioritization and Decisioning
Framework

► Robotics Development and Deployment

Operations
► Change Management
► Communication
► Risk & Controls

Integration

Key points:
► Enterprise governance comprises strategy,

standards, and policy in order to drive
consistency and scalability across all lines of
business.

► Integration functions verify that automation
programs are considered in the broader scope
of enterprise change and maintenance is
coordinated across releases.

► Centralized people functions encourage
teaming and collaboration and create
fungibility in the in robotics resources.

► Other shared functions lower to overall cost to
operate and will be shared across lines of
business.

Key points:
► LOBs dictate prioritization and decisioning for

individual needs.
► LOBs control local development and

deployment projects.
► A lightweight governance and integration layer

is needed to integrate with the enterprise CoE.

Example RPA Ecosystem
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IT must establish an appropriate governance framework to
manage the development and operation of the environment

Organization &
People Processes

Performance
Management

Governance
framework

Technology

Define team roles within the new offer Define processes within the new offer

Design indicators to measure the new
offer’s impact on the organization

Verify correct technology
integration within applications
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Securing RPA
Understand and manage risk: Second line of defese
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Impact on the 2nd Line of Defence
Top issues you need to think about

Assess whether the aggregated risk
profile of robotics-enabled processes
align with business risk appetite.

Understand the potential regulatory
implications and impact on
governance arrangements (including,
for example, GDPR, SIMR).

Monitor adherence of the business to
risk framework policies and
procedures in the new, automated
process.

Determine what risks have been
mitigated or have emerged by the
implementation of robotic instructions.

Investigate/escalate breaches of risk
appetite and monitor remediation.

Evolve skills, capabilities and
techniques required to provide ongoing
oversight and challenge in more
automated environment.

41

2

3

5

6

2nd Line – provides objective oversight of the management of risks by the business
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Securing the key areas in an RPA environment

Cyber

Operations

Risk
Environment

Tech riskRegulatory

TPRM Program
management

► Secure configuration
► Development standards
► Control performance, Assurance
► Technology enablement
► Enterprise architecture, integration
► Technical change management
► Application Access and Authorizations

► RPA Strategy, enterprise standards
► Risk management
► Steering Committee
► Process taxonomy, prioritization
► ROI, value measurement, reporting
► Workforce management
► Business alignment and organizational

change management

+

► Compliance requirements
► Privacy, data security
► Bot controls
► RACM, ITGC, policy and procedure

maintenance
► Coordination across lines of defense
► Controls baselining, testing, reporting

► Vendor risk management
► Infrastructure(cloud), Software security

scans
► Vulnerability assessment

+

► IAM
► Threat modeling and vulnerability management
► Secure data management
► Privileged access

► Event management
► Business resilience (DR)
► Change management, Bot maintenance
► SDLC
► KPI, KRI, value benefit analytics
► Robotics asset management

++

+

+
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Using Robotics in security
A cyber security framework for robotics

As robotics is applied to various facets of an enterprise, a robotics program should both address cyber risks by securing
robotics platforms as well as leveraging robotics to enable the execution of more effective and efficient cyber operations.
We believe the five cyber domains outlined below play the most critical roles in robotics.

Digital identity & access
Access fulfilment, provision/

de-provisioning, access
certification, access analytics, privileged access

management

Security
operations
Cyber threat detection,
incident response, threat intelligence and vulnerability exposure
management.

Governance
Strategy, policies and
standards, metrics and

reporting, ongoing
controls monitoringData identification &

protection
Data classification, data protection, data usage

monitoring, and data privacy

Software & product security
Secure software development,
threat modeling, static/dynamic
code scanning, vulnerability identification
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How can I secure my RPA ecosystem?

Control Robotics details

Governance

► Establish a governance framework with roles and responsibilities for securing robotics:
► Determine and setup RPA COE and operating model

► Establish policies to govern RPA strategy and control environments:
► Build a strategy and security requirements for RPA within policies and monitor compliance with security policies related to RPA

► Align RPA governance across enterprise functions:
► Establish protocols for managing RPA with enterprise activities (e.g., IAM, asset management) and enterprise functions (e.g., 2nd and 3rd lines of defense)
► Manage RPA risks identified through a formal risk management program and increase awareness among bot creators and business users around the risks of

RPA

Software & product
security

► Perform Security Architecture Risk Analysis of product selected:
► Analysis should include bot creation, control and running. Identify security architecture flaws in underlying product for connections across various

environments, usage of virtualization methodologies, and authorization flaws
► Secure design for handling of sensitive information, including access credentials:

► Review secure design, including data flow analysis, to confirm that controls around security are integrated in to the bot authentication, authorization, and input
validation

► Implement security scanning and vulnerability testing on the robot:
► Integrate security scanning tools as part of the bot creation process to scan code created in the backend for security vulnerabilities
► Scan bot created for security vulnerabilities using dynamic testing or security fuzzing technology to determine security flaws
► Verify schema for bot deployment has security considerations in place
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How can I secure my RPA ecosystem?

Control Robotics details

Digital identity &
access

► Manage user access privileges/segregation of duties risk:
► Utilize RBAC/ABAC for robot access provisioning and access monitoring. For example, utilize specialized security matrix to authorize BOTs to only perform the

tasks assigned to them. Restrict all access except for the direct authentication path (e.g., other than VM)
► Design and segregate robotic tasks/instructions to minimize overlap of SOD rulesets, allowing clean RBAC/ABAC provisioning. Enforce strict SOD rules to

each robot and task/instruction. For example, organizations may choose to segregate instructions, or utilize credential segregation, to enforce SOD
► Implement security controls to protect sensitive data during robotic session run-time. For example, use of SSO with LDAP supports secured logon to RPA

interface
► Securely manage passwords:

► Enforce passwords consistently across robotic sessions and centralize robotic identity and access management process
► Leverage encrypted credential manager to prevent leakage of credentials

Data identification &
protection

► Establish and monitor for sensitive data handling (including robot logging process):
► Conduct compliance assessment to data regulations for use of robotics and automation
► Monitoring of sensitive data processed by robotics/automation to verify compliance with usage policies

► Integrity checking of robotics and automation code:
► Implement (likely within the COE) a process to handle system integration changes that may affect robotic operations
► Perform robust regression testing across systems

► Improve auditability (every step could be logged) and control over error-prone manual activities that elevate risk and non-compliance

Security operations

► Monitor for inappropriate actions/access or potential bypass of SOD rules:
► Gather log data from controller and bot runners to provide an audit trail of activities monitoring for abnormal spikes in activity, access of systems and use of

privileged accounts. For example, use of insider threat monitoring program rulesets configured for robot activities
► Establish security across the infrastructure stack for the given platform:

► Conduct vulnerability scanning of your robotics platform and execute threat modeling exercises of robotics sessions to determine technical weaknesses
process gaps
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A practical example to secure your bot

Securing the technology

Securing the process:
► Validating your automated process applies encryption to personally identifiable information (PII) for data at rest and in motion
► Training bot creators on risks and controls required to secure bots during creation and execution processes
► Reduce possible process outcomes and creating rules to be developed to detect/prohibit unwanted process outcomes

1. RPA Admin Credentials 2. RPA Server Infrastructure

3. Virtual Machines

4. Bot credentials

5. Business Applications

RPA Component Example protection measures

1. RPA Admin Credentials
► Password vaulting
► Audit logging of account activities
► Strong password policies

2. Server infrastructure
► Regular patching of hardware
► Role-based access control
► Malware and data protection measures

3. Virtual machines
► Regular patching of Virtual Machines (VMs)
► Change freezes while bots in operation

4. Bot Credentials

► Unique, strong passwords for each bot credentials exceeding standard company policy
► Limited access to only business applications needed to support bot
► Disabled interactive login from sources other than VM
► Audit logging of account activities

5. Business Applications
► Server hardening
► Role-based access control
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Operational Risk
Securing the bot operating environment

* Currently in Automation Anywhere, RPA tool only

1 Firewall
Bots are set up to exist behind multiple layers of network
security – away from the external internet that prevents
unauthorized access to the intranet where the bots reside
(i.e., on the internal infrastructure)

2 Encryption of data
Software vendors have encryption tools to provide comprehensive
security whether data is at rest or in transit. These tools allow
applications to communicate in a way that is designed to prevent
“eavesdropping”, “tampering”, or “message forgery”.

6 Credential management
This provides a secure repository for login details used by the bot
to access target applications. Credentials are stored in the
secured database, but are encrypted using reversible encryption,
which is set up in a way that only those who are authorized can
retrieve them. The encryption key is stored separately and is used
to provide credentials to validated clients by the application
server.

3 Hashing*
Control Room passwords are hashed using a detailed
algorithm. Hashing is essentially a signature which is unique
which is very difficult to be duplicated.

4 Data Masking
When presenting the sensitive data on screen, data masking can
be used during configuration to hide all or part of the value. So
even if a hacker hacks into a bot, they should not be able to steal
any sensitive information.

5 Active Directory
Integration
This allows only authorized users to access the bot.
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Using Robotics in security
How can robotics improve your security organization?

Organizations are using robotics within cyber security to:
► Reduce time to detect and respond to incidents, helping minimize risk exposure to an attack
► Close the talent gap by automating resource-intensive tasks helping organizations to manage

operating expenses
► Minimize employee turnover due to lack of challenge or career progression by allowing employees to

focus on higher value tasks
► Automatically deploy security controls when vulnerabilities or compliance exceptions are discovered

resulting in a reduced attack surface
► Make intelligent decisions quickly resulting in high quality and consistent outcomes

EY believes robotics will help fill the
anticipated talent shortage of 1.5M

cyber professionals by 20191

EY thinks robotics can help
significantly reduce the average

time to detect from the current 205
days2 to weeks or even days

74% of security professionals are
concerned about insider threats. EY

believes robotics can help by
reducing employee exposure to

sensitive data3

1 Source for statistic: (ISC)2

2 Source for statistic: Gartner
3 Source for statistic: SANS
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RPA and Audit
Third line of defense
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Impact on the 3rd Line of Defence
Top issues you need to think about

Early involvement in understanding
the opportunities and risks RPA poses
for the organisation.

Initial health check on how
organisation is setting up for RPA
deployment success.

Focus on aspects both ‘above and
below’ the pure RPA life cycle (e.g.,
governance, people, 3rd parties).

Consider a mix of thematic reviews and
deeper dives.

Internal Audit’s (IA) activity should fit
within an overall organisational
‘assurance map’.

Verify access to appropriate technical
skills and capabilities to provide
necessary assurance.
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3rd Line – responsible for independently assessing the effectiveness of design and operation of the risk governance framework
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Impact of RPA on internal audit

2. Process modifications
There is the potential for new risks to be
introduced through RPA program or
implementations. IA functions should consider
the effect of RPA on process, controls, and
reliability and accuracy of data.

1. Effective challenge of RPA program and robots
IA functions need to make efforts to be involved in the RPA
strategy, so they can be better prepared for impacts on the
internal audit plan, and help advise the organization through
appropriate risk and control decisions.

Determine the balance for challenge of RPA program vs.
implementations/controls

Implement efficient, repeatable RPA
challenge processes

Continue to have a seat at the table at key forums

Develop a plan for the audit period

3. Impact to existing audit strategy
Executing an RPA challenge process will result
in testing strategy modifications, affect
availability and collection of audit evidence, and
may require additional competencies to support
assessments.
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Robotics Risk and Control Considerations
Top risks and related control activities

A lack of robotics governance can lead to ineffective and
inefficient process automation and an inability to support
and meet business requirements.

Robotics access management is ineffectively managed
leading to the compromise of systems, applications and
their associated data.

Process automation requirements are not appropriately or
accurately identified and documented leading to robotics
developments that do not meet business needs or
support the business/IT strategy resulting in a negative
impact on business processes and financials.

Robotics implementations are not appropriately designed
and tested leading to requirements not being met or a
negative impact on production systems resulting in a
negative impact on the business and financial losses.

A Robotics Governance framework is defined & Maintained, including
leadership, processes, roles, responsibilities, information requirements &
organizational structure to verify support is aligned to business objectives.

Due diligence is performed over robotics vendors to
evaluate the risk of the vendor at the onset of the
relationship and on a periodic basis

Robotics access control is managed and proper authentication methods are
implemented and consistently enforced to prevent unauthorized access.

Robotics change and development requirements are clearly and concisely
documented and mapped to business needs to verify that the changes agree
with the business strategy.

Implementation, testing, and support requirements are developed
and communicated to both business and IT stakeholders.

Automation problems and errors are evaluated, corrected,
tracked and communicated in a timely manner through
resolution.

Illustrative controls for top risks

Risks are not effectively mitigated for robotics vendor
relationship and outsourced services, leading to
financial and reputation exposure.

Governance

Processes

Alignment and change

Value measurement

Robotics risk management
domains

Technology

Enterprise integration

Automation problems are not timely identified and
managed , which can delay their resolution and
negatively impact business processes.

Top domain risks
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Risk considerations Illustrative risks Illustrative controls

RPA development and change
management

► Development life cycle practices have not been established or followed
► Insufficient testing (unit, end-to-end system, performance and load, (UAT), regression)
► Inconsistent implementation of key controls addressing completeness and accuracy of processing
► Unclear development, testing, release and change management roles and responsibilities
► Changes in upstream/downstream processing and/or business rules are not

identified/not communicated timely
► Incomplete or insufficient requirements from the business

► The company has systems development life cycle (SLDC) policies and procedures
in place that are updated on a periodic basis.

► For any production application that a robot operates on or is interfaced to, robot
interdependencies related to production application changes should to be tested to
determine the impact of robot functionality.

► Changes to the robot scheduler or robot are authorized, tested and approved by
appropriate management.

► A review of all scheduling changes and robot changes are performed by IT
management to determine the changes are appropriate.

► The ability to change the robot is segregated from the ability to promote the
change.

Security

► Excessive user access privileges/segregation of duties risk
► Ability to make workflow changes without detection
► Insufficient sensitive data protection during RPA run-time
► Remote access to RPA ID to alter/fail processing
► Inappropriate access to modify RPA logs
► Incompatible business processing functions are combined for processing under the same RPA ID

► Robot access to key systems is appropriately restricted and limited to authorized
users (super user access is not granted and segregation of duties is considered
when designing robot access).

► User IDs and passwords used by the robot to access other systems are
appropriately restricted against unauthorized access.

► Activity of robot user accounts is monitored to identify any unauthorized access.
► Privileged access, including administrator accounts and super user accounts, are

appropriately restricted from accessing the robot software.

Monitoring and issue
management

► Failed processing is not timely detected, escalated or remediated
► Processing errors are not detected and escalated or remediated
► Insufficient trend analysis around data volumes and run times to avoid capacity and performance issues
► Issue management process (detection, notification, prioritization, escalation, remediation) to address

production issues not consistently executed
► Emergency issue management process not triggered when needed
► Insufficient logging to root-cause the issue

► Incident management policies and procedures are in place.
► Incidents and failures are appropriately identified, documented, escalated and

remediated in a timely manner.

Processing integrity
► Insufficient checkpoints around accuracy and completeness of input, processing and output results ► Appropriate edit and data integrity checks are built into the automation process to

verify that the data and computations are complete and accurate throughout the
automated process.

Auditing RPA
Illustrative RCM – ITGC’s
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Controls testing automation – opportunities
The role of testing is shifting from an independent assurance function to that of a real-time management advisor
C&C functions are moving towards using the testing for comprehensive, top-down enterprise risk assessments

Manual, repetitive tasks are likely candidates for near term automation. Listed below are examples to help provide a better understanding of which audit testing
processes and characteristics are better candidates for automation through audit testing lifecycle.

Test Process Name Robotics Process Opportunities Short term
candidates

Medium Term
Candidates Future Candidates

Prepare testing leadsheet ► Transpose key control attributes from Risk and Control Matrix (RACM) to testing leadsheet/workbooks P

Sample Identification ► Define sample population based on defined criteria from master data P

Data Collection
► Collect data from multiple disparate systems. Data may need to be extracted from mainframe screens,

PDFs, images, or websites, preventing automation using common tools such as SQL
► Use alternate tools in addition to robotics for data extraction and interpretation

P

Data Transformation ► Consolidate supporting information and documentation
► Transform data from complex structured information to standard templates required for testing P

Test Execution Pre-Analysis ► Conduct preliminary analysis, and initial test scripts execution for rules based, logical tests
► Integrate and execute scripts based on defined inputs and rules P

Test Execution –
Judgmental

► Tests requiring human judgments to interpret information could be pre-analyzed for an analysts to review
based on set criteria and self-learning algorithms using structured information P

Issue Identification ► Identify failures and report issues in issue management platforms P

Issue Upload ► Consolidate issues and conduct bulk uploads of test issues P

Reporting Data collection ► Consolidate data for report development from disparate issue management platforms
► Distribute reports to owners, or publish on accessible location P

Report Development ► Generate consolidate reports using predefined logic for various aggregated reporting required
► Generate reports based on trends and issues identified in Test Execution P

Operations Management
and Planning

► Develop Reports to monitor status monitoring, identify changes and alerts on operational challenges
► Consolidate plans across testing functions and identify overlapping activities P

Quality Control ► Systematic controls to verify quality through the testing process
► Identify exceptions in testing process

P
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Auditing IT: Manage access
Illustrative RCM – Robotics process automation

# Category Risk Control Summary Control Test Plan

1 Manage Access Unauthorized users are granted access to
applicable logical access layers.
Key financial data/programs are intentionally or
unintentionally modified.
Design and control of Robot profiles does not
consider least privileges access or SOD conflicts.

Privileged access
through Robot

Robot access to key systems is appropriately restricted
and limited to access necessary to perform its functions
(superuser access is not granted and segregation of duties
is considered when designing robot access).
User IDs and passwords used by the Robot to access
other systems are appropriately restricted against
unauthorized access.
Activity of robot User IDs is monitored to identify
unauthorized use of these IDs by parties other than the
robot.

Obtain a system generated list of Robot access
to privileged roles, and gain an understanding of
who has the ability to gain that access.
Determine if access is appropriate.

2 Manage Access Security and password configurations are not
optimized to prevent unauthorized access.

Authentication and
encryption

Robot password is encrypted and cannot be accessed by
company personnel. Any communication performed by the
robot across different networks is encrypted.

Obtain evidence that the robot's application
passwords are stored in an encrypted state and
can't be accessed by unauthorized personnel.

3 Manage Access Security and password configurations are not
optimized to prevent unauthorized access.

Password Settings Password parameters are configured according to policy
(includes both automation software and supporting
infrastructure).

Obtain password settings and determine if
configured according to policy.

4 Manage Access Unauthorized users are granted key privileged
rights.
Key financial data/programs are intentionally or
unintentionally modified.
Incompatible business processing functions are
combined for processing under the same RPA ID.

Privileged access Privileged access, including administrator accounts and
super user accounts, are appropriately restricted from
accessing the Robot software.

Obtain a system generated list of users with
access to the privileged roles within Robot, and
determine if access is appropriate through job
title and discussion with the control owner.

5 Manage Access Unauthorized users are granted access to
applicable logical access layers.
Key financial data/programs are intentionally or
unintentionally modified.
Robotic identity and access management process
is not centralized.

New/modified user
access

New and modified user access to the robot software is
approved by IT management. All access is appropriately
provisioned.

Obtain a system generated list of access added
or modified during the current audit period.
Select a sample of users based on the total
population based on sampling methodology.
Obtain the corresponding evidence to determine
if access was appropriately approved and setup.
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Auditing IT: Manage Change
Illustrative RCM – Robotics process automation

# Category Risk Control Summary Control Test Plan

1 Manage Change An unauthorized or unapproved change is promoted to
the production environment.
Changes promoted to production are not functioning
properly or according to user specifications.
Key financial data/programs are intentionally or
unintentionally modified.

Change
authorization,
testing and
approval

Changes to the robot scheduler or robot are
authorized, tested and approved by appropriate
Management.
Changes covered under this control include changes to
the automation software and changes to the key
automation scripts (robots) that are performed by the
software.

Obtain a system generated population of
changes. Select appropriate sample.
Examine corresponding tickets for each
sample selected determining if each
change was authorized according to
change control policy.

2 Manage Change An unauthorized or unapproved change is promoted to
the production environment.
Changes promoted to production are not functioning
properly or according to user specifications.
Key financial data/programs are intentionally or
unintentionally modified.

Change testing for
interdependent
systems

For any production application that a robot operates on
or is interfaced to, robot interdependencies related to
production application changes should to be tested to
determine the impact of robot functionality.

Obtain a system generated population of
changes. Select appropriate sample.
Examine corresponding tickets for each
sample selected determining if each
change was authorized, tested, and
interdependencies were considered
according to change control policy.

3 Manage Change An unauthorized or unapproved change is promoted to
the production environment.
Changes promoted to production are not functioning
properly or according to user specifications.
Key financial data/programs are intentionally or
unintentionally modified.

Change review A review of all scheduling changes and robot changes
are performed by IT Management to determine the
changes are appropriate.
Changes covered under this control include changes to
the automation software and changes to the key
automation scripts (robots) that are performed by the
software.

Obtain the change review and inspect the
review to determine all changes
appropriately tied out to the change
tickets and that an appropriate reviewer
signed off. Verify management
completeness and accuracy procedures
were performed for the review(s) and
verify the procedures were performed
appropriately.

4 Manage Change An unauthorized or unapproved change is promoted to
the production environment.
Changes promoted to production are not functioning
properly or according to user specifications.
Key financial data/programs are intentionally or
unintentionally modified.

Change
management SOD

The ability to change the robot is segregated from the
ability to promote the change.
Changes covered under this control include changes to
the automation software and changes to the key
automation scripts (robots) that are performed by the
software.

Obtain a listing of users with the ability to
make changes to the robot and the ability
to promote changes.
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Auditing IT: Manage Operational IT Risk
Illustrative RCM – Robotics process automation

# Category Risk Control Summary Control Test Plan

1 Manage Operational IT risks Critical servers are not configured and monitored
appropriately, leading to data loss and security
incidents.

Monitor server
configurations

Critical servers are configured per a defined standard
and are continually monitored against established
metrics.

Manage Operational IT risks

2 Manage Operational IT risks Development lifecycle practices have not been
established or followed.

Development
Lifecycle

The company has systems development life cycle
(SLDC) policies and procedures in place that are
updated on a periodic basis.

Manage Operational IT risks

3 Manage Operational IT risks Failed processing is not timely
detected/escalated/remediated.
Processing errors are not detected
and/escalated/remediated.
Issue management process (detection, notification,
prioritization, escalation, remediation) to address
production issues is not consistently executed.
Insufficient logging to root-cause the issue.
RPA has not been integrated into the business
continuity and disaster recovery.

Incident
Management

Incidents and failures are appropriately identified,
documented, escalated and remediated in a timely
manner.

Manage Operational IT risks

4 Manage Operational IT risks Backups and failover/recovery routines have not been
defined.
Capacity management and monitoring processes have
not been defined.

Backup
Management

Backups of the RPA system are performed and
reviewed for completion on a periodic basis.

Manage Operational IT risks

5 Manage Operational IT risks Ineffectively managing third party hosted cloud data
may lead to unauthorized access further causing data
loss.

Include RPA in
encryption
programs

Encryption should apply to all bot managed data and
process across different technology and systems.

Manage Operational IT risks
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RPA Use Cases
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Control activities Illustrative use case for control performance Illustrative use case for control assessment

Accounts payable ► Perform 3-way match
► Create and modify new/existing PO
► Process non-PO’s with defined ASL
► Monitor select PO’s, alert business when PO total is nearing

exhaustion

► Checks for duplicate invoices
► Extracts values from each source system and performs 3 way match
► Checks for appropriate invoice approval prior to import into the accounting system
► Checks vendor master file for duplicate and inactive vendors

Vendor master data
changes

► Perform vendor master file updates
► Periodically monitor vendors for inactive/duplication.

► Selects vendor master data changes
► Validates the data was entered correctly
► Confirms changes were approved by authorized users and as per Delegation of

Authority (DOA)

Treasury – FX rate upload ► Performs daily Foreign Exchange (FX) rate upload end-to-end ► Randomly selects a number of days during the fiscal year
► Pulls the published rate from defined source
► Validates that the FX rates in the system equal the published FX rates used as per

policy.

Journal entry ► Park a repository of journal entries
► Update recurring entries base on human provided information
► Monitor accounts which manual Journal Entries (JE) should not

be posted to

► Pulls listing of unposted journal entries to validate whether outstanding entries exist
► Checks for supporting documentation attached
► Checks for segregation of duties and DOA for preparer and approver

Account reconciliations ► Perform reconciliations from end-to-end.
► Check across multiple reconciliations for similar reconciling

items for offsets.
► Provide notifications to users responsible for correcting

reconciling items.

► Verify existence of account reconciliation statements and supporting attachments (e.g.,
tool like Blackline)

► Check account reconciliation balance ties with GL and sub ledger
► Verify reconciliation is prepared and approved as per DOA

Payroll ► Perform manual payroll calculations
► Upload information to payroll system/payment system.
► Block any unusual pay amounts based on input information

► Check allowances and deductions have been correctly calculated
► Verify payroll file uploads to payroll system and banking system is correct
► Identify variances in payroll period over period
► Cross-verify payroll is processed for active employees only

Specific use cases for robotics in business processes
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‘Vendor master data change’ use case
RPA enabled testing process

Control Assessor selects
a random period and
requests a population.
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► Typically labor-intensive
► Limited samples
► Narrow time period/stressful

remediation
► Test procedures are limited in scope
► Capabilities and benefits tend to

lessen as testing needs become
more complex

► Increased insight
► Frees up resources to focus on

procedures not data collection
► Faster/automated

collection/evaluation
► Increased compliance
► Capabilities and benefits strengthen

as needs become more complex

Assessor selects a
random sample based on
required guidance.

Assessor performs
repetitive task of reviewing
all samples for the same
attributes

2nd person reviews the
work performed by the
assessor

Assessment Team

Business Team

Robot

Business contact extracts
and provides population
for sample selections

Business contact takes the
time to locate and extract
sample selection
information

Robot randomly selects a
period, extracts the population,
makes a random sample
selection

Robot locates and pulls
the required samples from
shared database

Robot performs repetitive
task of reviewing all
samples for same
attributes

One person reviews the test
results, make sure on a
sample basis, any errors are
corrected and the bot ran

Once a year, the robot is assessed to verify the coding has not
changed, there is no unauthorized access, and the integrity of
the robot is appropriate.
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Use case 1 – SOX IT User Access Provisioning

Benefit:
► Increased control efficiency and

effectiveness
► Improved user experience (Application

Owner and Compliance)
► Reduced access risk profile through

immediate mitigation of access issues
► Additional risk coverage for Transfer

scenarios not previously addressed prior
to the POC

► Review of 100% of access violations in
near real time

► Change quarterly access review to
occur annually

► Reduction of $1.6m annually for the in
scope applications evaluated

Access control automationChallenge:
► A 90 day risk exposure between access

reviews and climbing access management
deficiency rate creating high risk profile.

► Arduous quarterly access review testing
process resulting in substantial vendor
spend on audit and remediation activities.

Approach:
► Development of a SOX automated

monitoring engine to process a series of
data feeds pulled daily.

► Implementation of a dashboard to monitor
access within the application, server,
database, and Cloud layers of in-scope
systems as well as a cognitive chat bot.

► Automated alerts sent to owners when a
violation was identified as well as automated
deprovisioning.

Before access is created or
modified in an in-scope
SOX system, an
appropriate individual must
approve.

Automatically deprovision a
user if they have been
terminated from the HR
system of record

Reduce risk for transfers by
detecting changes in job
role through location and
manager change
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Introduction to artificial intelligence
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AI is already changing the way the world works

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a field of computer science and concerns applying human-like intelligence to
machines and computers
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Tech giants across the world are investing in AI capabilities

Worldwide spending on cognitive and artificial
intelligence (AI) systems in 2021 is expected to
reach US$57.6 Bn

Amazon Echo, the flagship product
of Amazon’s push into AI, sold over
30Mn units in 2017 from over 10Mn a
year ago

Baidu, operates as search engine, has
developed Baidu Brain, the term
Baidu uses for all of its AI assets which
offers a suite of 60 different types of
AI services

Google, has over 7000 AI projects under
way in-house, and over one million AI users
globally. It has merged Google Research and
Google.ai teams under a new AI-centered
research group called Google AI.

Tencent, parent company of messaging
app WeChat, announced an AI-backed
system that allows automakers to
produce cars capable of calculating the
best route, order meals and find parking
lots with minimum human intervention

Alibaba uses artificial intelligence
algorithms to predict outcomes across
healthcare, urban planning, traffic
management, and more. It used chatbots,
to answer 3.5 Mn simple queries a day
over a presale period on its website during
Singles day

Fewer than 10,000 people in the world have
the skills necessary to tackle serious AI
research
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Why the explosion of AI?

Packaged
Algorithms

Advances in
computing

Availability of
dataExplosion of AI = ++
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What are the components of Intelligent Automation?

Mathematical validations

Digital Thinker Digital Reader Digital WorkerDigital Talker

Classic “AI” Chatbots Cognitive Automation Robotic Process
Automation

Machine learning

Predictive Analytics

Big Data

Communication focused

Predictive Behavior

Text and Voice

Keyword-based
recognition

Variable format processing

Entering data into systems

Processing data in Excel

Sending emails

Comparing data sets
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Example branches of AI

Machine Learning Natural language processing

Machine Learning is the field of study that gives
computers the ability to learn without being explicitly
programmed

NLP deals with analysing and understanding the
languages that humans use naturally in order to
interface with computers in both written and spoken
contexts.

Supervised Learning
Building predictive models
using past observations &
classifications

Unsupervised Learning
Build a model which clusters
data without human input

Deep Learning
Deep learning learns to recognize patterns in digital
representations of sounds, images, and other data
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Machine Learning 101

Types of solutions (algorithms) Concept Machine Learning models

Su
pe

rv
is

ed

Classification
► The results of the outcome are known and are provided to the algorithm

► The machine learning task is to identify the relationships in the data that can be
used to predict the outcome

► Decision tree/forests

► Support Vector Machines (SVM)

► Neural Networks

► Naive Bayes

Regression
► The results of the outcome are known and are provided to the algorithm

► The machine learning task is to identify the relationships in the data that can be
used to predict the outcome

► Neural Networks

► Linear/Polynomial Regression

► XGBoost

► Collaborative Filtering

U
ns

up
er

vi
se

d Clustering
► No information on the outcome is provided to the algorithm

► The machine learning task is to group the elements that have similar patterns

► K-means clustering

► SOM Neural Network

► DBSCAN clustering

► Support vector clustering

Anomaly
Detection

► No information on the outcome is provided to the algorithm

► The machine learning task identifies cases that strongly deviate (outliers) from the
patterns of the majority of the other cases

► Hazard Function (Survival
Analysis)

► Poisson Regression

► Bayesian Analysis

The different types of solutions can be solved separately or may be combined. For example the results of the unsupervised clustering analysis and the anomaly
detection can be used as additional inputs in supervised classification.
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What are the different kinds of AI?

Artificial
Intelligence

Expert
Systems

Planning

Robotics

Supervised Learning
Unsupervised Learning
Deep Learning

Speech to Text

Text to Speech

Image Recognition
Machine Vision

Text Generation
Question Answering
Context Extraction
Classification
Machine Translation

Natural
Language

Processing

Vision

Machine
Learning

Speech
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The AI spectrum spans across a wide ranging level of methods and capabilities that mimic human intelligence.
Which method on the AI spectrum to apply is defined by the complexity of
the process, volume of data, and type of data (e.g., structured vs.
unstructured)

Rules Based (Robotics)- Automate business processes that are
highly repetitive, rule-based and use structured data.

Machine Learning – In many instances, higher level decision
making will be required and data volumes are large. In such
instances, AI can learn how to make these decisions. The beginning
of a machine with the ability to self-learn with the use of statistical
and optimization techniques

Deep Learning – a complex branch of Machine Learning that applies
neural networks to mimic the functioning of the human brain to provide
higher accuracy on more complex tasks.

Using Artificial Intelligence to automate low level decision making The AI
Spectrum: Rule-based systems vs. machine learning vs. deep learning
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Managing Key Risks Associated with AI
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How will AI change Risk?
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The challenge

Speed Ubiquity Complexity Invisibility

► Breadth of adoption
increases likelihood of
risk.

► Depth of adoption
increases impact.

► Ever increasing
interactions between AI
and other technologies
potentially leading to
unpredictable and
untraceable outcomes.

► Technology specific
assurance of limited
value.

► AI adopted through
SaaS or purchased
software.

► Unknown
stakeholder impact
outside
organisation.

Cognitive solutions
market to be $40bn
in 2020

► AI technology outpacing
regulation and
guidelines

► Proof of concept and
‘agile’ development
compounds this

predicts that nearly
all software will
have an element of
AI by 2020
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Illustrating the new risks through the example of machine
learning

Training
Data Model Output

Feedback

► Inherent data bias
► Inadequate knowledge

of source data
► Data gaps

► Unexplainable
► Optimum algorithm not

selected
► Lack of consensus as to

what “good” looks like

► Lack of accountability
► Lack of clarity over

accuracy
► Absence of a ‘kill

switch’ for high risk
applications

► Unintended feedback
loop

► Mutations caused by
malicious input
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Risks related to AI adoption

AI is a source of significant new risks that must be managed. So it is important that the risks are identified that relate to each individual AI
application and to each business unit that uses it.
Some of the main risks associated with AI include:
► Algorithmic bias: Machine-learning algorithms identify patterns in data and codify them in predictions, rules and decisions. If those

patterns reflect some existing bias, the algorithms are likely to amplify that bias and may produce outcomes that reinforce existing
patterns of discrimination.

► Overestimating the capabilities of AI: Since AI systems do not understand the tasks they perform, and rely on their training data, they
are far from infallible. The reliability of their outcomes can be jeopardized if the input data is biased, incomplete or of poor quality.

► Programmatic errors: Where errors exist, algorithms may not perform as expected and may deliver misleading results that have
serious consequences.

► Risk of cyber attacks: Hackers who want to steal personal data or confidential information about a company are increasingly likely to
target AI systems.

► Legal risks and liabilities: At present, there is little legislation governing AI, but that is set to change. Systems that analyze large
volumes of consumer data may not comply with existing and imminent data privacy regulations, especially the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR).

► Reputational risks: AI systems handle large amounts of sensitive data and make critical decisions about individuals in a range of areas
including credit, education, employment and health care. So any system that is biased, error-prone, hacked or used for unethical
purposes poses significant reputational risks to the organization that owns it.
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What does this mean for existing assurance approaches?

► Assurance after the event increasingly invalid.
► Impact of not assuring AI before the event will increase in line with the power entrusted to it.
► GDPR requires discrimination detection to be built in and not merely detected after the event.

From post to
pre-assurance

► What have we assumed remains constant for the assurance to stay valid?
► What ongoing monitoring is there that the assurance and assumptions remain valid?
► What ongoing controls are there over evolution of systems?
► Are there any specific triggers that would cause to revisit or revise the assurance?

► Black boxes are getting darker and harder to understand how an outcome was reached.
► Generating an independent expectation and using this and appropriate questioning to

challenge and assure the output.

From timely to
time-limited
assurance

Independently
generated
expectation of
behaviour
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AI in Audit

EY performs tens of thousands of audits
and accounting advisory projects, reviewing
up to 10,000 lease contracts per
engagement.

Each contract can have up to 10 (vehicle) to
300 (real estate) pages. Each lease
contract/documentation requires 3-4 hours
to review manually.

Lease Review

► Raw lease documents were collected as
image files.

► Optical character recognition was used to
extract data.

► Information is validated and passages are
labelled against proper lease accounting data
attributes.

► Any exception handling was provided by EY
professionals.

How AI was used to transform audit
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AI in Audit

Solution has used over 3,000 spreadsheets
to train a deep-learning neural network in
spreadsheet design and logical flow.

The scalable solution leverages a number of
academic papers on spreadsheet analysis
to identify risks and potential errors in
spreadsheets.

EY Helix Spreadsheet Analyzer

► The solution analyses Microsoft excel
spreadsheets.

► Removes known methods to hide or
manipulate Excel into performing ‘stealth’
functions.

► Produces a user friendly report highlighting
potential issues and functionality to track
client responses.

► Generates human readable outputs from
the AI analysis, thus requiring minimal
training.

How AI was used to transform audit
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Assessing AI Risk

The AI system should be
reliable and perform as

intended. This involves testing
the functionality and decision
framework of the AI system to
detect unintended outcomes,

system degradation or
operational shifts — not just

during the initial training
or modelling but also

throughout its ongoing
“learning” and evolution.

Ethics Social responsibility Accountability and
“explainability” Reliability

The AI system should have a
clear line of accountability to an
individual. Also, the AI operator
should be able to explain the AI
system’s decision framework

and how it works. This is more
than simply being transparent;
this is about demonstrating a
clear grasp of how AI will use

and interpret data, what
decisions it will make with it,
how it may evolve and the
consistency of its decisions
across subgroups. Not only

does this support compliance
with laws, regulations and
social norms, it also flags
potential gaps in essential

safeguards.

The AI system needs to comply
with ethical and social norms,

including corporate values. This
includes the human behavior in

designing, developing and
operating AI, as well as the

behavior of AI as a virtual agent.
This introduces considerations
that have historically not been

mainstream for traditional
technology, including moral
behavior, respect, fairness,

bias and transparency.

The potential societal impact of
the AI system should be

carefully considered, including
its impact on the financial,

physical and mental well-being
of humans and our natural
environment. For example,

potential impacts might include
workforce disruption, skills

retraining, discrimination and
environmental effects.

Ethics Social responsibility Accountability and
“explainability” Reliability
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The role of ethics
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The role of ethics

Fundamentally we need to move beyond asking whether systems are doing things right to asking
whether they are doing the right things.

► With the proliferation of artificial intelligence the stakes are much higher with a lapse in ethical
behaviour whether intentional or unintentional having a much greater impact.

► Increased impact of artificial intelligence in areas such as health, privacy and government
► Necessity to have principles that can guide us when rules and regulations lag behind

technology.
► Ethical assurance over artificial intelligence from conception to use, can help organisations

demonstrate integrity, gain trust and reduce their exposure to risk.
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Five key attributes of a trusted AI ecosystem

► From the outset, end users must know and understand when they are interacting with AI. They must be given
appropriate notification and be provided with an opportunity to (a) select their level of interaction and (b) give
(or refuse) informed consent for any data captured and used.

Transparency

The concept of explainability is growing in influence and importance in the AI discipline. Simply put, it means
the organization should be able to clearly explain the AI system; that is, the system shouldn’t outpace the
ability of the humans to explain its training and learning methods, as well as the decision criteria it uses. These
criteria should be documented and readily available for human operators to review, challenge and validate
throughout the AI system as it continues to “learn.”

► Inherent biases in AI may be inadvertent, but they can be highly damaging both to AI outcomes and trust in the
system. Biases may be rooted in the composition of the development team, or the data and training/learning
methods, or elsewhere in the design and implementation process. These biases must be identified and
addressed through the entire AI design chain.

Explainability

Bias

► The data used by the AI system components and the algorithms themselves must be secured against the
evolving threats of unauthorized access, corruption and attack.Resiliency

► The AI’s outcomes should be aligned with stakeholder expectations and perform at a desired level of precision
and consistency.Performance

Transparency
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Trust in AI

As the use and impact of AI systems become
pervasive we might ask the following of such
systems:
► ‘Why did you do that?’
► ‘Why not something else?’
► ‘When do you succeed?’
► ‘When do you fail?’
► ‘When can I trust you?’
► ‘How do I correct an error?’
… all of which is deeply rooted in human desire
for trust and confidence in all ‘things’ that
materially affect our lives
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Building in ethics from conception to use

► Ethical reviews considered at
design/release stage gates.

► Development of ethical design
principles/templates (e.g., Open
Data Institute (ODI)

► Independent ‘red team’ assessment
of technology from broader group
of impacted stakeholders.

► Hard coding of non-negotiable
parameters.

► Design of compensating
controls and ‘kill switch’

► Transparency to users of
where system isn’t 100%
accurate and how it has made
its decisions

► Adequate accountability
provisions

► Ethical training and standards
► Escalation and whistleblowing

procedures where potential
unethical use scenario detected.

► Increasing diversity of stakeholder
views represented/understood by
designers

People In Designers Process In Design Technology Designed In
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Three core principles that can help guide AI innovation in a
way that builds and sustains trust

Design and build systems that
purposefully integrate the right
balance of robotic, intelligent
and autonomous capabilities
to advance well-defined
business goals, mindful of
context, constraints,
readiness and risks.

Track emergent issues across
social, regulatory, reputational
and ethical domains to inform
processes that govern the
integrity of a system, its uses,
architecture and embedded
components, data sourcing and
management, model training
and monitoring.

Continuously fine-tune, curate
and monitor systems to
achieve reliability in
performance, identify and
remediate bias, promote
transparency and
inclusiveness.

Purposeful design Agile governance Vigilant supervision
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Implementing Governance over AI

AI ethics board — A multi-disciplinary advisory board, reporting
to and/or governed by the board of directors can provide
independent guidance on ethical considerations in AI
development and capture perspectives that go beyond a purely
technological focus.

AI design standards — Design policies and standards for the
development of AI, including a code of conduct and design
principles, help define the AI governance and accountability
mechanisms. They can also enable management to identify what
is and is not acceptable in AI implementation.

AI inventory and impact assessment — Conducting a regular
inventory of all AI algorithms can reveal any orphan AI
technologies being developed without appropriate oversight or
governance. In turn, each algorithm in the inventory should be
assessed to flag potential risks and evaluate the impact on
different stakeholders.

Validation tools — Validation tools and techniques can help
make certain that the algorithms are performing as intended and
are producing accurate, fair and unbiased outcomes. These tools
can also be used to track changes to the algorithm’s decision
framework and should evolve as new data science techniques
become available.

Awareness training — Educating executives and AI developers
on the potential legal and ethical considerations around AI and
their responsibility to safeguard users’ rights, freedoms and
interests is an important component of building trust in AI.

Independent audits — Regular independent AI ethical and
design audits by a third party are valuable in testing and
validating AI systems. Applying a range of assessment
frameworks and testing methods, these audits assess the system
against existing AI and technology policies and standards. They
also evaluate the governance model and controls across the
entire AI life cycle.
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Case Study Examples
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Example 1: Customer Debt/Loss of Revenue Control
Supervised learning – classification
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Example 2: Customer Debt/Loss of Revenue Control
Analytics vs AI

Rules based approach

Machine learning approach

IF Customer A has outstanding debt

AND new order is > £100k
THEN block order

► Order 123 has a high risk of not
being paid

► Block order, or change payment
terms to ‘pay immediately’

All historic customer transactions:

► Invoice amount/type

► Customer/type/location

► Payment due date/actuals

Label: Did customer pay on time?

Training Data Algorithm
Machine learning will analyse the
historic activity and learn

which characteristics can be used to
predict whether a customer will pay for
their order on time, or not, or not pay at
all. It will then build a statistical model to
be applied to future orders.

Order 123 (£45,500)

Customer XYZ

New Sales Order

Classification

Human Written Rule
Order 123 (£145,500)
Customer XYZ

New Sales Order
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Example 3: Contract Risk
Natural language processing
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Example 4: Text mining
Unsupervised learning & NLP
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